FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Integrum’s Smart Move to Google Cloud
Sydney, Australia – 3rd May 2021 integrum Management Systems has selected Google
Cloud and Offis as partners to host its cloud environment on the Google Cloud Platform.
integrum, an Australian based company with global customers, provides the world’s
leading and most comprehensive risk, compliance, and business optimisation platform.
Trusted by the blue chips for integrated management systems for Governance, Risk &
Compliance, Safety, Health, Environment, Quality Systems, integrum helps businesses of
all sizes streamline their processes, reduce risks, and accelerate business growth.
Used in over 200 countries with over 1,500,000 licensed users integrum is a multi-awardwinning world-class software solution.
“Hosting our risk management software platform on Google Cloud has accelerated the
speed of our business, with significant performance improvements” says Grant
Steenbergen (CEO) of Integrum Management Systems. Mitigating risk, ensuring
compliance, and turning data into decisions at high speed is vital for our international
clients who require robust governance and velocity across their organisation and
ecosystem partners” he added.
Big data relies on a secure, highly available cloud platform and solution provider. “Offis
was willing to go further than any other cloud solution provider. They have worked fast
and diligently to successfully transition integrum onto Google Cloud,” he said.
“integrum needed a professional response to move it’s IT environment in a short
timeframe in Australia and internationally,” said Craig Allen, Chairman at Offis. He
continued. “Our SMART Move solution meant building the new environment in hours, not
days. By using Offis developed scripts, in essence, integrum mitigated it’s cloud migration
risks without compromising business continuity or business outcomes.”
As a Google Cloud partner, Offis provides businesses smart cloud solutions to assist
them with cloud migration, application modernisation and full digital transformation.
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